Developing Others
Leading Self

Spring of leadership resources

This coaching guide provides practical
advice for Team Leaders, Supervisors
or Team Coaches to help develop
their individual Team Members. It
should be used in conjunction with
the Self Development Guide Leading
Self SD1.

The Leadership Framework for Sport and Recreation
in Aotearoa New Zealand
“Developed by the sector for the sector”
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Overview

Why
Develop others?
As a team leader your ability to support your team
members is vital. Research shows that the greater
your focus on developing others, the more their
engagement and motivation increases and ultimately
their performance.
This resource is a practical tool to help you do just
that. We’ve provided you with a series of openended questions to guide you through a positive and
engaging development conversation with your team
members. It is essential that your team members
will have completed the Self-Development Guide
Leading Self ( SD1 ) and that you are both therefore
able to discuss in-depth and with real understanding
what successful self leadership looks like both for your
team member and for your organisation.
There is no expectation that you go through every
question or every section of this workbook. The aim is
for your team member to identify one or two specific
things they are going to focus on, what is going to
make the biggest impact for them over the next few
months.
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DEVELOPMENT CHECKLIST
Ensure your team member has completed the
Self-Development Guide Leading Self ( SD1 ).
Ensure you also have read and reflected on the
Self-Development Guide Leading Self ( SD1 ).
Discuss with your team member the outcome of
their reflections (see the Questions to Support
the Development Conversation on page 15).
Choose together one or two aspects of the
Leadership Map you will discuss during this
development conversation (e.g. Purpose,
Delivery, Collaborate etc). Don’t try and discuss
all of them.
Together, choose one or two specific things to
focus on. What is going to make the biggest
impact?
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THE LEADERSHIP MAP FOR LEADING AN
ORGANISATION
The Leadership Framework for Sport and Recreation in
Aotearoa New Zealand, focuses on practical aspects of
leadership, for both paid and voluntary roles and aims
to guide, grow and inspire leaders for ever-improving
community outcomes. The Leadership Maps identify
the different contexts (or levels) leaders work in and
outline the unique task, focus and responsibilities for
that particularly context.
While everybody working and volunteering in sport and
recreation has leadership responsibility, the context
of the role will determine the nature and extent of
those leadership responsibilities. This guide has been
designed to help you develop your direct report who is
operating in a ‘Leading Self’ context.

Leading
Self

Leading
Teams

Leading
Leaders

Leading
Organisations

Governing
Organisations

For more information on the leadership framework go to https://sportnz.org.
nz/managing-sport/search-for-a-resource/news/leadership-developmentsystem-for-sport-and-recreation
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Leadership map for
Leading Self

To serve communities effectively, we need to develop, nurture and
sustain relationships within our communities. Collaborating with
communities means:
Knowing how your role and your team’s role contributes to your communities.
Helping others understand your team’s purpose and goals.
Being curious about who else shares your team’s goals
Being prepared to collaborate, identifying opportunities to work together to
deliver the best outcomes for our communities.

Teams

Leadership is about effective teamwork – working with and through
others to deliver on our purpose. It means:
Building trust, cohesion, and a safe, healthy culture within your team and
organisation.
Seeking to understand, complement and support team members.
Offering ideas and suggestions to support the team’s role and goals –
challenge and be open to challenge.
Being open to different perspectives.

Role Model

Purpose

Communities

Collaborate

Being easy to deal with is the foundation for effective collaboration.
This means:
Being curious about your reputation and understanding how others see you –
your strengths and weaknesses.
Seeking, reflecting on and accepting feedback, and finding self-development
opportunities.
Valuing others and being trustworthy, competent, honest and consistent.

Cultu
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Navigate Complexity
Communities are complex. As our leadership context broadens, our
decisions and actions have wider and longer-term community impact.
This means:
Exploring why things are happening in your communities; researching, asking
questions and listening,
Understanding the sector and the role you, your team and organisation play
in it.
Being an ambassador, enabler and facilitator.

Effective and efficient teams require leadership and the right mix of
capabilities. As an individual member of a team this means:
Understanding your capabilities and how you contribute to the team.
Sharing a common understanding of your team’s role and purpose, and
aligning your actions to the team’s goals.
Learning and applying systems and processes that enable your team to be
efficient and productive.

Deliver

Balancing advocacy and enquiry.

Giving feedback to help your team improve.

While complexity is best navigated through teamwork, individually you
need to be well-equipped. This means:
Managing your time and resources efficiently.
Remaining relevant, effective and responsive to change by growing
knowledge and developing skills.
Being curious – asking questions and seeking to understand.

ure
*Larger version of Leadership map in separate file
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If you’re like most leaders, you have
a picture in your head about the
performance you want from your people.
When faced with a gap between how
people actually perform and what you
(or they) want, what do you do? It’s likely
that your first inclination is to tell the
person – about how you see the situation,
or what you believe they should be doing
differently.
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Some helpful hints
on development
conversations
What’s the downside of telling people
what they should do to be more effective?
Most of the time, the areas that need growth and change in
your people are not areas that can change with the flip of a
switch – or with simply setting a clear expectation. (If it were
so simple, it’s likely they would have improved by now.) Rather,
the changes are likely to relate either to higher-order skills, or,
with the person’s mindset – what they believe and assume,
how they see the world and themselves in relation to it. Telling
them what to do would result in little learning or change.

‘Telling’ as a performance strategy has two downsides:
You are not dealing with the cause of the performance
gap because you won’t have understood it. In fact, you
probably have made assumptions about the cause
without even realising it.
Even if you do understand the cause, ‘telling’ is unlikely
to result in the change you want. You might possibly
get short-term behaviour change – the person doing
what you tell them to – but next week or next month
you will face the same situation again.

Asking
questions
as an
alternative
to telling
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Asking accomplishes two things that are essential
in this situation:

It helps you both better understand the
cause of the performance gap so that
you can put together better solution.

A. Do they lack a skill that is key to performing?
B. Is their mindset stopping them from being
effective?
C. Do they have a different (better!) way to be
effective?

It helps the person pull the camera
back and see the situation differently

A. If they think through the challenge
themselves, they may see different options for
solving it, and become better able to solve it in
the future.
B. If they uncover options that they are
discarding, you can help them see how those
options might be viable.
C. If they are stuck on a recurring issue, you can
help them reflect on the thoughts, motives or
behaviours that are keeping them stuck.

How to
formulate
good
questions
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A good question seeks richness in the answer. This usually means it’s not
a “yes” or “no” question. A good question provokes reflection and new
perspective. As a leader, one of your most important roles is to explore with
your team how to do their best. By doing this, you’ll help them make better
decisions, solve problems that are holding them back, learn new skills, and
otherwise progress their careers. The GROW Model is a simple yet powerful
framework for structuring your development conversations.

The best development
conversations are…

The worst development
conversations are…

Focused on
performance

Resolving deep
historical issues - that’s
counselling

Focused on the ‘here and
now’ rather than on the
distant past or future

Telling people what to do
– that’s teaching

Based on trust and
respect

Providing life or career
advice – that’s mentoring

All about raising
awareness and helping
your direct report find
their own solutions
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Top
Tips...
What should you do?

1

- Invite

Invite the individual’s
input – it’s a two-way
conversation.

2

Maintain the individual´s self
esteem (you are sensitive but
don’t sugar coat).

3

Ask insightful questions that
encourage the individual to think
about their leadership behaviuor.

4

Provide a sounding board for
their thoughts

- Maintain

- Ask

- Provide

5

- Encourage

6

- Focus

Encourage the individual
to consider how they can
maximise their strengths

Focus upon the things that will
have the greatest impact on
their performance.
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A team member’s ability to deliver effectively
requires you to have a clear compelling work
purpose. Overwhelming research shows that if they
feel they are contributing to something greater
than themselves at work, they are likely to be more
engaged and more motivated. Ensuring team
members understand how their team’s goal links
to the organisation’s goals, and that priorities and
outcomes all align makes work meaningful for
everyone.
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Questions to Support the Development Conversation

General Questions Relating to the Self Development Guide
*NB - Please don’t ask all these questions just choose the one or two relevant to your
particular development conversation

How are you going on your own work
purpose statement?

How does your purpose motivate and
inspire you?

How does your purpose fit with the
team’s purpose, the organisation’s
purpose, the community’s purpose?

What is something you feel most proud
of achieving at work in the past few
months?

What else needs to happen for you to be
inspired and engage at work?

What sort of mindset (job, career, purpose)
do you have at work most often?

What are the one or two specific things you
are going to focus on to move you further to
a ‘purpose’ mindset?

YO U R W O R K B O O K
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Self-Development Questions
These questions are about discussing in more depth one or two specific things
the team member is going to focus on. Make sure that what is agreed is specific
enough. Rather than having a loose goal like “perform better” they need a specific
action, such as “conduct two meetings with key community stakeholders over
next 8 weeks in which we review targets.”
*NB - Please don’t ask all these questions just choose the one or two relevant to your
particular development conversation

1

- Goal

What is the Goal?

What are you focusing on right now?

What’s the most important issue right now?

What are you trying to achieve around your purpose?

How will you know you’ve achieved this?

2

- Reality

What is the current Reality of
the situation?

How committed to your purpose are you right now?

How committed to the team’s purpose are you right now?

25

What have you done so far? With what results?

What’s got in the way – what have been the barriers?

3

- Options

What are the Options? This is about exploring a wider
range of options before choosing a particular path.

What else could you do? And what else?

If you had more time what else would you try?

What do organisations that achieve this really well do?

4

- Will

What Will you do?

What option excites you or interests you the most?

Does this meet your objectives?

How can I support you?

Who else could support you?

YO U R W O R K B O O K
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Organisational culture is often hard to define but
is seen as a system of shared assumptions, values,
and beliefs, which governs how people behave
in organisations or “how we do things round
here”. Shared values build team cohesion so it’s
important team members are aware of their own
values and their impact on decisions and choices.
Everyone needs to be contributing to the team
(and their organisation) in a positive way.
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General Questions Relating to the Self Development Guide
*NB - Please don’t ask all these questions just choose the one or two relevant to your
particular development conversation

How clear are you about your own
personal values?

What are ways you can live your values
more frequently at work?

What are ways your values could
contribute more in supporting a
positive team culture?

What have you noticed about your
stories/mindset?

What situations do you find your stories/
mindset less than helpful in your performance?
(and what would be more helpful stories?)

What are the one or two specific things
you are going to focus on around building
Culture/Tikanga?
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Self-Development Questions

1

- Goal

What is the Goal?

What areas do you want to work on?

Describe your perfect culture? What would our team need to be like?

What areas can you help with?
What would be perfect performance if your mindset/
stories were more helpful?

2

- Reality

What is the current Reality of the situation?

What is working well right now?

Intuitively, what is really going on here?

What have you tried so far around your mindset/stories? With what results?

What is holding you back?
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3

- Options

What are the Options. This is about exploring a wider
range of options before choosing a particular path.

What are your options moving forward?

What are some other options?

What advice would you give to someone else?

What if you could start again?

4

- Will

What Will you do?

What actions or steps will you take?

How will you know you have been successful?

What could get in your way? / How will you overcome these barriers?

What will you need to stop doing, in order to make time for this?

YO U R W O R K B O O K
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How well team members deliver key projects
and tasks is impacted by how well they manage
their time and deal with conflicting priorities.
Remaining focussed when they’re under
pressure or stressed and holding themselves
accountable are all skills to make them effective.
This requires self observation and being open to
feedback from others around how they’re going.
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General Questions Relating to the Self Development Guide
*NB - Please don’t ask all these questions just choose the one or two relevant to your
particular development conversation

What is some key feedback you’ve
had in the past few months?

How have you used this
feedback to make yourself
more effective?

What have been some of the challenges
around managing your time and priorities?

What key steps/actions are you
implementing to help manage your time
and priorities effectively?

What are the one or two specific things
you are going to focus on around
Delivering/Kawenga?
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Self-Development Questions

1

- Goal

What is the Goal?

Describe your perfect world - What will success look like?

What’s the end result or goal?

Is it positive, challenging and sustainable?

What areas do you want to work on?

2

- Reality

What is the current Reality of the situation?

Where are you now in relation to your goal?

What have you tried so far? With what results?

What is working well right now?

Intuitively, what is really going on here?
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3

- Options

What are the Options. This is about exploring a wider
range of options before choosing a particular path.

What are your options or course of action moving forward?

If this/these options weren’t available – what else could you consider?

What could you do differently?

If you had more money/headspace, what would you try?

4

- Will

What Will you do?

Which options work best for you?

Does this meet your objectives?

How will you know you have been successful?

What could get in your way? / How will you overcome these barriers?

How will you ensure that you do it?

What support will you need from me? From others?
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The relationship your organisation has with the
community is the lifeblood of it’s success. Team
members need to recognise that their individual
behaviours and actions represent their team and
organisation. They are role models, so their ability to
build strong positive relationships with individuals in
the community, and also within your organisation,
directly affects the organisation’s success.
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General Questions Relating to the Self Development Guide
*NB - Please don’t ask all these questions just choose the one or two relevant to your
particular development conversation

What key strengths do you bring
to collaboration and relationship
building?

In the area of listening and building
trust, what specific actions are you
working on?

What areas do you need to build/
develop around building effective
relationships?

What are the one or two specific things
you are going to focus on around
Collaborating?
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Self-Development Questions

1

- Goal

What is the Goal?

What is your focus around collaboration and relationship building?

What will success look like?

What do you want to achieve?

What areas do you want to work on?

2

- Reality

What is the current Reality of the situation?

Where are you now in relation to your goal?

What progress have you made so far?

What is working well right now?

What is holding you back?
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3

- Options

What are the Options. This is about exploring a wider
range of options before choosing a particular path.

Give me 5 options that will help you reach your goal?

How have you tackled this/ a similar situation before?

What could you do differently?

What would someone who does this really well do?

4

- Will

What Will you do?

Which options work best for you?

What one small step are you going to take?

When are you going to start?

Who will help you?
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The environment in which your organisation operates
within is often uncertain and complicated, within an
ever-changing landscape. Team member’s adaptability
is therefore important. They are required to stay open to
new ideas, embrace diversity and meet challenges with
enthusiasm, flexibility and even humour. The need to
have a flexible mindset, to stay open to change is vital.
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General Questions Relating to the Self Development Guide
*NB - Please don’t ask all these questions just choose the one or two relevant to your
particular development conversation

What are areas of your role where
you have a growth mindset?

What are areas of your role
where you have a fixed mindset?

What areas would you like to build on/
develop around your fixed mindset?

What behaviours or actions do you need
to stop/start/continue to stay adaptable
and flexible around change?

What type of support or development
would you find most useful?

What are the one or two specific things you
are going to focus on around Navigating
Complexity?
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Self-Development Questions

1

- Goal

What is the Goal?

What areas do you want to work on?

What’s the ideal outcome?

By when do you want to have achieved it?

How will you know when you’ve achieved it?

2

- Reality

What is the current Reality of the situation?

What is required of you?

What skills/knowledge/attributes do you have?

Where are you now in relation to your goal?

What progress have you made so far?
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3

- Options

What are the Options. This is about exploring a wider
range of options before choosing a particular path.

What are your options moving forward?

And what else?

If none of those options were available to you – what else could you do?

What would someone who does this really well do?

4

- Will

What Will you do?

Which options work best for you?

Does this meet any of your objectives?

Who will help you?

How will you know you have been successful?

Next
steps
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Now it’s time to prioritise and focus. We
recommend focusing on one or two
things at most, and look for ways to
support your team member to practice
and embed that new way of behaving
until it becomes automatic. Trying to
develop too many things at once often
means that the development becomes
too hard, and nothing changes. That’s
why it’s important to focus on something
that will really make a difference.

If you could encourage your team member to focus
on one thing to work on over the next 3 months,
what would make the biggest impact on their
effectiveness?

List the one or two specific things the team
member is going to focus on…

Tip: Research tells us that the smaller we break big goals down, the more likely they are to
be achieved. Momentum is everything, so encourage them to start trying things today.
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What are you going to do?

A. How will you support your team member’s development?

B. What support can they expect from you over the next 30 – 90 days?
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Follow up

Once the plan is in place, it’s important to review and adjust, just like any
other project.

Make sure you’ve got appropriate milestones
and methods of getting feedback about how
progress is tracking.
Be prepared to give additional support with
things that don’t go so well – you may like to
use the GROW model to help with obstacles
or setbacks.
Remember to celebrate successes!
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Notes:

